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Atomi masses of the neutron-rih isotopes
76−80
Zn,
78−83
Ga,
80−85
Ge,
81−87
As and
84−89
Se have
been measured with high preision using the Penning trap mass spetrometer JYFLTRAP at the
IGISOL faility. The masses of
82,83
Ga,
83−85
Ge,
84−87
As and
89
Se were measured for the rst time.
These new data represent a major improvement in the knowledge of the masses in this neutron-rih
region. Two-neutron separation energies provide evidene for the redution of the N=50 shell gap
energy towards germanium (Z =32) and a subsequent inrease at gallium (Z =31). The data are
ompared with a number of theoretial models. An indiation of the persistent rigidity of the shell
gap towards nikel (Z=28) is obtained.
PACS numbers: 21.10.Dr, 21.60.-n, 27.50.+e
Evolution of the shell struture of nulei with ex-
treme neutron-rihness is an inreasingly important eld
of study in nulear struture physis and nulear astro-
physis. A spei issue of major interest in reent years
has been the question of whether the magi nuleon num-
bers as known in the valley of stability survive at large
values of isospin [1, 2℄ and the possible role of the mu-
tual support of magiities observed in or near the valley
of stability in the ase of exoti nulei [3℄. In this on-
text, several experimental studies on exited states have
been performed to probe the evolution of the N = 50
neutron shell far from stability. They have provided
data on energies of the lowest exited states of even-Z
N = 49 and N = 51 nulei, partile-hole exitations of
even-even nulei aross the N=50 shell as well as B(E2)
values for the ground state transitions of
78,80,82
Ge and
74,76,78,80
Zn. The experimental tehniques employed in-
lude beta-delayed gamma-ray spetrosopy of neutron-
rih Cu, Zn and Ga [4, 5, 6, 7℄, isomeri gamma-ray spe-
trosopy of
76Ni [8℄, deep-inelasti studies of N =50 nu-
lei
87Rb, 85Br, 84Se and 82Ge [9℄ and of exited ssion
fragments of
82
Ge,
84
Se,
84,85Br[10, 11, 12℄. Very reently
experiments employing post-aelerated radioative ion
beams of
78,80,82
Ge [13, 14℄ and
74,76,78,80
Zn [15℄ have
also been suessfully performed.
All urrent experimental results and partiularly their
interpretation in the framework of the shell model indi-
ate a weakening of the N = 50 shell gap towards Ge
(Z = 32). Furthermore there is evidene that the gap
inreases in the region of Zn [15℄. The interpretation,
however, is very sensitive to the eetive interation and
ore polarisation eets. Aordingly the quantitative
veriation of the evolution of the shell gap energy has
been missing so far. Prior to the present work the experi-
mental knowledge [16℄ of two-neutron separation energies
(S2n) aross N =50 indiated the redution of the shell
gap, i.e. the dierene of S2n values between the N=50
and N=52 isotones, from Z=40 down to Z=34. How-
ever, no onlusive trend for the evolution of this gap
further from stability an be determined without new
experimental results. The previous mass data [16℄ in this
region are often assoiated with large systemati errors
as observed in our previous studies [17, 18℄. In this Letter
we present new data from high-preision mass measure-
ments of neutron-rih Zn, Ga, Ge, As and Se isotopes
obtained by employing a Penning trap tehnique [19℄.
The measurements were performed using the
JYFLTRAP Penning trap setup [20℄ whih is on-
neted to the Ion Guide Isotope Separator On-Line
(IGISOL) faility. The ions of interest were produed
in proton-indued ssion reations by bombarding a 15
mg/m
2
thik natural uranium target with a proton or
deuteron beam of 25 MeV energy. The ssion reation
produts were stopped in a helium-lled gas ell at a
pressure of about 200 mbar, and due to harge-exhange
proesses with the gas, the ions ended up mostly singly
harged. The helium ow then transported the ions out
of the gas ell towards the sextupole ion guide (SPIG).
After extration the ions were aelerated to 30 keV and
separated by a 55◦ bending magnet so that ions with the
seleted mass number were guided into a gas-lled radio
frequeny quadrupole (RFQ) ooler and bunher. The
RFQ ooler was used to ool and store the ions before
releasing them in a short bunh towards the Penning
trap setup.
In a Penning trap ions have three dierent eigenmo-
tions: independent axial motion and two oupled radial
motions, magnetron (ν−) and redued ylotron (ν+).
The frequenies of the radial motions sum to a true y-
lotron frequeny νc = ν− + ν+. The JYFLTRAP setup
onsists of two ylindrial Penning traps, the puriation
and preision trap, whih are loated inside a 7 T super-
onduting magnet. In the puriation trap lled with
helium buer gas, the ions were further ooled by mass
seletive ooling and leaned from isobari ontaminants.
After being transported to the preision trap through
a narrow diaphragm, the magnetron radius of the ions
was inreased by a dipole exitation. A quadrupole ex-
2itation was subsequently applied so that the magnetron
motion of the ions was onverted to ylotron motion,
whereby the ions gained radial energy. This energy gain
was largest for the resonane frequeny νc =
qB
2pim of the
ion ylotron motion. Here q and m are the harge and
mass of the ions, and B is the magneti eld. Finally, the
ions were ejeted towards a mirohannel plate (MCP)
detetor for measuring their time-of-ight (TOF). A typ-
ial TOF resonane and the orresponding t are shown
in Fig. 1 where the t is based on equations presented
in [21℄. The experimental setup and measurement teh-
nique are desribed in more detail in [17, 18℄.
Using the ylotron frequenies of an unknown speies
(mmeas) and a well-known referene ion (mref ) and the
mass of the eletron (me), a preise mass determination
for singly harged ions an be made:
mmeas =
νc,ref
νc,meas
(mref −me) +me. (1)
The masses of
76−80
Zn,
78−83
Ga,
80−85
Ge,
81−87
As
and
84−89
Se were measured during six dierent beam
times (see Table I). Exitation times between 200 ms
and 900 ms were used depending on the half-life of eah
isotope. An exitation pattern with time-separated os-
illatory elds (Ramsey exitation) [22℄ was used in the
measurements in Otober 2007. Eah isotope was mea-
sured typially three to ve times and before and after
eah measurement a similar measurement was performed
for the referene isotope
88Rb that has a mass exess of
−82609.00± 0.16 keV.
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FIG. 1: A typial time-of-ight (TOF) resonane from the
JYFLTRAP setup for
83Ga+.
The obtained average frequeny ratios r¯ =
νc,ref
νc,meas
and
the orresponding mass-exess values are given in Table
I. The systemati unertainties due to the presene of
ontaminating ions in the trap, the magneti eld u-
tuations and the mass dierene Ameas − Aref between
the referene ion and the ion of interest were taken into
aount in the ylotron frequeny ratio determination.
In order to redue the eet due to ion-ion interations
in the trap the ount-rate was kept low by ontrolling
the beam gate before the RFQ ooler [17, 18℄. This ef-
fet was taken into aount by applying the ount rate
lass analysis method desribed in [23℄ when analysing
the data. In the ase of low statistis this analysis was not
possible and an estimate for the unertainty was deter-
mined based on the analysis made for the losest neigh-
bouring isotope possible. The linear drift of the mag-
neti eld was taken into aount by the interpolation
of the referene ylotron frequenies measured before
and after the ion of interest. The magneti eld u-
tuation beyond the linear drift was experimentally de-
termined to be 3.2(2)× 10−11/min [24℄ before the mag-
net quenhed in June 2007 and 5.7(8)× 10−11/min after
re-energising the magnet. This value, multiplied by the
time dierene between two onseutive referene mea-
surements, was added quadratially to eah frequeny
ratio unertainty. A mass-dependent systemati uner-
tainty of 7×10−10/u was added quadratially to the nal
frequeny ratio unertainty. For a onsisteny hek we
have ompared our measurements of
78
Ga and
81
As with
previous high-preision [25, 26℄ measurements. In addi-
tion we have measured
79
Ga in two dierent beamtimes
and our values, -62547.8(22) keV and -62547.5(29) keV,
are in exellent agreement with eah other. In the ase of
82
As both the isomer and the ground state were observed
with their mass dierene in good agreegment with [27℄.
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FIG. 2: Two-neutron separation energies for elements with
proton number between Z=29 and Z=36.
Figure 2 displays the rst-order derivative of the
masses, the S2n values of neutron-rih Z = 2936 iso-
topes alulated from the mass-exess values measured
by JYFLTRAP (Table I and [18, 24℄) and ISOLTRAP
[28℄. The new data from JYFLTRAP are shown as lled
irles. The ourrene of the losed neutron shell at
N = 50 is learly visible from Kr (Z = 36) all the way
down to Ga (Z = 31), manifesting itself in a steep de-
rease of the S2n values for all nulei with N = 51 and
N=52.
In order to gain a more quantitative insight into the
evolution of the hange of masses around shell losures,
one an study the two-nuleon gaps [1, 29℄ for neutrons or
3TABLE I: Obtained ylotron frequeny ratios and resulting
mass-exess values in keV from this work. AME03 values
based on extrapolation are marked with #. The index a de-
notes the use of two-fringe Ramsey exitation.
Isotope r¯ =
νc,ref
νc,meas
JYFLTRAP AME03
76
Zn 0.863745911(28) -62303.8(23)
a
-62140(80)
77
Zn 0.875163997(51) -58789.5(42) -58720(120)
78
Zn 0.886555123(33) -57483.0(27)
a
-57340(90)
79
Zn 0.897979777(33) -53430.9(27)
a
-53420(260
#
)
80
Zn 0.909376692(83) -51650(7) -51840(170)
78
Ga 0.886479142(37) -63704.9(30)
a
-63706.6(24)
79
Ga 0.897868446(23) -62547.6(19)
a
-62510(100)
80
Ga 0.909284208(35) -59223.7(29) -59140(120)
81
Ga 0.920678866(40) -57628.0(33) -57980(190)
82
Ga 0.932111398(29) -52930.8(24) -53100(300
#
)
83
Ga 0.943531430(32) -49257.2(26) -49390(300
#
)
80
Ge 0.909158285(25) -69535.3(21) -69515(28)
81
Ge 0.920573067(25) -66291.7(21) -66300(120)
82
Ge 0.931958942(27) -65415.1(22) -65620(240)
83
Ge 0.943388317(30) -60976.5(25) -60900(200
#
)
84
Ge 0.954798023(39) -58148.4(32) -58250(300
#
)
85
Ge 0.966234558(45) -53123.4(37) -53070(400
#
)
81
As 0.920496845(37) -72533.3(30) -72533(6)
82
As 0.931901693(52) -70103.1(43) -70320(200)
82m
As 0.931903256(46) -69975.1(38) -70075(25)
83
As 0.943282162(34) -69669.3(28) -69880(220)
84
As 0.954703930(39) -65853.5(32) -66080(300
#
)
85
As 0.966111638(38) -63189.1(31) -63320(200
#
)
86
As 0.977538428(42) -58962.1(34) -59150(300
#
)
87
As 0.988954438(36) -55617.9(30) -55980(300
#
)
84
Se 0.954580662(24) -75947.7(20) -75952(15)
85
Se 0.965998990(32) -72413.5(26) -72428(30)
86
Se 0.977397491(31) -70503.2(25) -70541(16)
87
Se 0.988822450(27) -66426.1(22) -66580(40)
88
Se 1.000228663(41) -63884.1(33) -63880(50)
89
Se 1.011663571(46) -58992.4(38) -59200(300
#
)
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FIG. 3: Two-neutron separation energies for the region of
interest plotted as a funtion of proton number. The evolution
of the N=50 shell gap is learly visible.
protons. For magi nulei the two-nuleon gap energy is
approximated by twie the gap in the single-partile spe-
trum providing a signature for the magiity [29℄. For this
purpose, we have plotted in Fig. 3 S2n values for even
N =4656 isotones as a funtion of the proton number.
The energy dierene between the N = 50 and 52 iso-
tones, orresponding to a two-neutron gap arossN=50,
reveals a trend for the lowering of the shell gap energy
towards Ge (Z = 32). This also orresponds to a mini-
mum in the systematis of the rst 2+ energies of known
even-A N = 50 isotones [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄, sug-
gesting a maximal inuene of ore polarisation eets
at this proton number. Fig. 3 also indiates that the
gap at N=50 opens up when moving further towards Ni
(Z=28) implying its magi harater.
Beyond the energy dierene ofN=50 and 52 isotones,
it is of interest to notie that the otherwise smooth trend
of S2n values for eah isotone is broken between the N=
48 and 50 isotones. Additional weakening of the two-
neutron binding of the N = 50 isotones between Z = 32
and 36 might arise, for example, from two-partile two-
hole exitations aross the shell gap. On the ontrary,
when omparing the energy dierenes of the N = 46,
48 and 52 isotones we observe a rather at behaviour
indiating a smoothness in energies of the νg9/2 and νd5/2
(or νs1/2) neutron states aross the entire range of the
studied proton numbers.
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FIG. 4: Evolution of the N=50 shell gap and omparison to
theoretial models.
The experimental two-neutron shell gap energies
∆=S2n(N=50)− S2n(N=52) are ompared with se-
leted theoretial models in Fig. 4. The models hosen
are the Finite Range Liquid-Drop Model (FRDM) whih
is a well-known sophistiated mirosopi-marosopi
model [30℄, the empirial model of Duo and Zuker
(DuZu) [31℄, two spherial mean-eld alulations by Ot-
suka et al. [2, 32℄ employing a GT3 tensor or a D1S inter-
4ation as well as three dierent self-onsistent mean eld
alulations in the framework of the density funtional
theory [29, 33, 34℄. Both mean-eld alulations of Ot-
suka overpredit the gap by at least a fator of two om-
pared with the experimentally known range. The use of
the tensor-based interation brings the gap learly down
to
78
Ni. The best agreement with the data is obtained
by the FRDM alulation. Finally, it is remarkable that
the models based on the density funtional theory repro-
due qualitatively the trend observed in this experiment,
a monotoni redution from Z = 40 and a minimum at
Z=32. They also predit the inrease in the gap energy
and therefore the strengthening of the magiity towards
78
Ni in ompliane with the onept of mutual support
of magiities [3℄.
A loser look at Fig. 4 reveals that the alulations of
Stoitsov et al. with SLy4 and SkP energy density fun-
tionals [33, 34℄ agree in trend but dier in magnitude
rather strongly. This ould, at least partly, be due to
dierenes in isosalar eetive mass in these two inter-
ations whih in turn sales the single-partile level den-
sity in the viinity of the Fermi surfae energy with the
eetive result of a larger gap with SLy4 and a nearly
vanishing gap for SkP at Z = 32. On the other hand,
the similar alulation of Bender et al. [29℄ employing
the SLy4 interation in the deformed basis and adding
dynamial quadrupole orrelations brings the alulated
values loser to those observed in this experiment.
In summary, we have measured the masses of approx-
imately 30 neutron-rih nulei with unpreedented au-
ray to probe experimentally the magiity of the N=50
neutron number far from stability. The data indiates
the persistene of this gap towards Ni (Z =28) with an
observed minimum at Z=32. This observation is in line
with the interpretation of reent spetrosopi data on
low-lying exited states of these nulides in the frame-
work of a shell model. Conerning the binding energies,
it is observed that the energy density funtional approah
an reprodue qualitatively the observed trends in two-
neutron separation energies and shell gaps. These high-
preision experimental data provide a basis for improved
theoretial desription of various separation energies of
neutron-rih nulei needed, for example, in nulear as-
trophysis. Moreover, the future experiments will have
to be pushed towards more exoti nulei suh as
82
Zn and
81
Cu in the viinity of
78
Ni.
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